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Abstract
In most multi-agent applications, communication is essential among agents to coordi-
nate their actions, and thus achieve their goal. However, communication often has a related
cost that affects overall system performance. In this paper, we draw inspiration from stud-
ies of epistemic planning to develop a communication model for agents that allows them
to cooperate and make communication decisions effectively within a planning task. The
proposed model treats a communication process as an action that modifies the epistemic
state of the team. In two simulated tasks, we evaluate whether agents can cooperate ef-
fectively and achieve higher performance using communication protocol modelled in our
epistemic planning framework. Based on an empirical study conducted using search and
rescue tasks with different scenarios, our results show that the proposed model improved
team performance across all scenarios compared with baseline models.
1. Introduction
In many applications, multiple autonomous agents working as a team have potential ad-
vantages relating to effective execution of tasks that are beyond the capabilities of a single
agent. With interdependent tasks, effective collaboration and coordination are the key
foundation of a higher performing system. That is, an agent has to be transparent to other
agents to be able to coordinate their actions (Miller et al., 2018).
One of the main requirements of an effective collaboration is the existence of a com-
munication process. In critical domains, such as disaster response and health-care, the
communication process among team members is considered to be an essential requirement
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for better team cooperation. It allows them to combine their knowledge and capabilities to
accomplish tasks.
In a multi-agent system (MAS), agents communicate to develop and maintain a shared
mental model (SMM) on a task. An SMM is an internal representation of an environment
that enables agents to form accurate explanations and expectations regarding the task,
and in turn, coordinate their actions to meet the demands of that task (Rouse & Morris,
1986). Although communication is a natural way to increase the SMM of a team, excessive
communication, which may arise due to computational requirements, has been shown to
be costly and to hinder system performance (Unhelkar & Shah, 2016). In addition, the
information obtained may not be valuable for the agent in making their decision. When
faced with collaborative tasks, effective coordination by means of communicating at the
right time with the right information becomes crucial in order to achieve a higher system
performance.
Recently, studies have discussed different methods for improving the performance of
multi-agent systems, namely, the ability to reason regarding the exchanged information,
and when and what the agent should communicate. By gaining insight into how humans
cooperate effectively, research shows that an intelligent human interaction is a result of
their ability to reasoning about others’ mental states —beliefs and knowledge— and thus
selectively communicating based on the needs of team members (Lim & Klein, 2006; Mathieu
et al., 2000; Verbrugge, 2009).
Most work in developing communication considered it to be in a separate model from
planning process, thus it assumes teams work simultaneously to make planning and commu-
nication decisions at each step (Best et al., 2018; Unhelkar & Shah, 2016). Since planning
does not typically consider communication as an involved action, we believe that using an
epistemic planning framework leads into a planning process that can consider communica-
tion action.
There have been recent works on planning using epistemic logic; planning based on
beliefs and knowledge of other agents, which is considered to form a strong basis from
which to reason in absence of complete knowledge. This approach is concerned with rep-
resenting knowledge or beliefs rather than simple facts about an environment (Bolander &
Andersen, 2011; Sonenberg et al., 2016; Engesser et al., 2017; Schwarzentruber, 2019). By
enabling agents to reason in such a way, they have a compact class of planning that models
communication as a natural action; allowing a planner to fold in communication planning
during task planning (Miller et al., 2018). These actions are carried out if and only if newly
observed information is inconsistent with the agents current beliefs, and useful for other
agents in achieving their tasks. This model could ultimately maintain better performance
by enabling agents to communicate and keep track of SMMs in one compact model.
In this paper, we address the following research question: Does reasoning about knowl-
edge of others (epistemic reasoning) in the presence of communication improve team per-
formance for cooperative multi-agent teams performing in a dynamic environment? In
simulated tasks motivated by disaster response and search and rescue, we evaluate whether
agents can cooperate effectively and achieve higher performance using communication proto-
col modelled in our epistemic planning framework. For these tasks, we assume that actions’
effects are deterministic and commonly known but the environment is often initially un-
known. Agents are assumed to have common knowledge of the planning behavior, initial
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states, and goal states. We present experimental results comparing our approach against
two generated baseline models.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides the relevant background and
discusses related work. We set out the proposed model in detail in Section 3. In section 4,
we present the experiments that tested our approach. Then, section 5 discusses the results
of conducted experiments. Finally, our paper concludes with the contribution of our work
along with some future directions of research.
2. Background and Related Work
In this section, we overview relevant prior work on multi-agent systems and epistemic plan-
ning framework related to effective team performance.
2.1 Shared Mental Models
In the context of teamwork, the psychology literature has introduced the concept of shared
mental model (SMM) to explain how a human team works. It is a representation of the
knowledge of team members for the world around them that assists to understand and
predict others’ behavior and, in turn, adapt their own actions to task demands (Rouse &
Morris, 1986). For instance, a blind pass between members of a basketball team shows that
each member is able to predict the position of others on the court. Extensive experiments in
teamwork have shown that higher similarity of team mental models results in higher team
performance (Harbers et al., 2012a; Mohammed et al., 2010).
The ability to predict others’ behavior allows anticipating actions to their expected
behavior along with team tasks. Team implicit coordination of what should be done and
when is likely to occur through activities of team members who have SMMs. Implicit
coordination relies on having common knowledge that assists in predicting team behavior
and needs, including beliefs and goals along with a sharing understanding of the team task
(Converse et al., 1993; Entin & Serfaty, 1999).
Maintaining SMMs as developed in the psychological literature can be applied to human-
agent or agent-agent systems to improve their work. Having a shared mental model about
the team functioning will improve its performance (Lim & Klein, 2006; Mathieu et al.,
2000). Although the word “shared” suggests identical mental models, this is not the case
in the reality where autonomous agents are distributed in a dynamic environment. Rather,
studies have proposed similarity measures to investigate the degree of similarity for good
team performance; or at least, good enough performance to achieve specific goals (Bolstad
& Endsley, 1999; Lim & Klein, 2006; Mathieu et al., 2000).
Some work has shown that even in artificial agent systems, a higher level of sharedness
contributes to better team performance. Harbers, Riemsdijk, and Jonker (2012b) assumed
that a SMM has two components: world knowledge that represents the knowledge of the
current state for both the team and environment, and intentions that represent the goal of
agents. In their scheme, they found that the higher sharedness of SMM is important across
all tasks and for different team compositions. The proposed scheme of Singh, Sonenberg, and
Miller (2016) investigated the influence of those two components of the SMM on the team
performance with varying interdependent tasks. They found that communicating intentions
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allows to better performance with high levels of interdependence, unlike communicating
world knowledge that contributes more to low levels of interdependence.
The team mental model concept also contributes to understanding and predicting the
team performance (Harbers et al., 2012b). It plays a key role in reasoning about coordinat-
ing and collaborating in the context of individual behaviors. Realizing that the relationship
between team mental models and team performance helps to enable agents to reason effec-
tively to optimize the teamwork.
2.2 Effective Performance for Cooperative Multi-agent Systems
In a cooperative multi-agent system, agents work together in order to achieve some common
goals. Decentralized control is considered to be a problem for distributed decision makers,
either robots or computational processes, to decide what information to communicate and
to whom. Due to an agent’s limited view of an environment, it might be unwanted or im-
practical to share all knowledge all the time. Exchanging information also has a related cost
associated with the required resources or bandwidth. Thus, effective team performance is a
result of evaluating the trade-off between communication cost and the value of information
received.
Sharing cognition among agents is considered to be a substantial factor contributing
to team performance. As a result of agents’ interactions, agents’ mental models converge
presenting SMM of the global team state. This aligns the common ground of the team
(Miller, Pfau, Sonenberg, & Kashima, 2017), with which system agents can reason the
situation for themselves as well as for other agents. Having a model of what each other
agent is doing will help effective collaboration (Miller et al., 2018).
2.3 Communication Strategies
The essential process for maintaining and developing SMMs is the communication between
team members. Studies have shown that teammates who communicate based on anticipat-
ing others needs have a higher performance than those who have less anticipation (Entin &
Serfaty, 1999; MacMillan, Entin, & Serfaty, 2004). Additionally, MacMillan et al. (2004)
proposed that the nature of the task and its environment determine the implicit and ex-
plicit coordination among team members. It has also been found that there is a relationship
between the workload and the types of communication, a higher workload leading to less
exchange of information among teammates (Kleinman & Serfaty, 1989).
Excessive exchanging of information results in a communication overhead, and that
will affect team performance. To achieve more efficient communication, mental models
can be shared among team members, contributed to implicit coordination and facilitates
cooperation in a team. In fact, SMM is the key of supporting team interactions that results
in system effectiveness.
There are other factors that could affect individuals mental state as well as team per-
formance. Kinney and Tsatsoulis (1998) argued that there is a condition where the envi-
ronment may affect the agents’ mental states if they work using a static communication
protocol. Handling the observability and environmental changes is required for cooperative
agents. They also argued how an agent evaluates information before sharing it to determine
its usefulness for both the task and other agents in order to avoid the cost of consuming
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communication resources. In addition, Li, Sun, and Miller (2015) and Harbers et al. (2012a)
observed that sharing goals (intentions) contributes more to team efficiency in human-agent
teams than sharing beliefs (world knowledge) to build a strong SMM. In regards to certain
classes of knowledge that need to be communicated, it is better to consider what beliefs
should be shared, and whether they are of sufficient quality for the team.
Other work has concentrated on the relationship between task structure, anticipatory
information sharing, and team performance. Butchibabu et al. (2016) proposed a set of
hypotheses to identify these relationships. They evaluated them through empirical study
including multiple teams of four people in a collaborative search-and-deliver task within a
simulation environment. They analyzed the strategies for effective team communication in
tasks with different complexity levels. They observed higher rates of implicit coordination
among the best performing team rather than explicit coordination and this was true even
with high-complexity task as a result of training teams before starting experiments. Fur-
thermore, they identified that proactive communication between team members regarding
next goal reduces communication cost and improves team performance. However, these
results may not cover the case where teams have not worked together before, or have a lack
of understanding the task.
Unhelkar and Shah (2016) developed a communication policy, ConTaCT, which enables
agents to reason regarding whether to share information with others or not during time-
critical collaborative tasks within a simulated task motivated by rescue operations. They
evaluated its performance within a deterministic domain (partially observable states) with
a partially-known initial state in which the algorithm enables an agent to maintain other
agents’ knowledge about the environment, and then compare benefits of this decision against
communication cost. They found that ConTaCT reduces communication overhead within
artificial agent teams while achieving a comparable task performance, with reduction at
more than 60%. The reason is that some information is unnecessary for other members and
benefits only the local agent.
Zhou and Luo (2012) worked on communication problems related to the question of
why and when to communicate. They introduced communication to the interactive par-
tially observable Markov decision processes (I-POMDPs). They presented a communicative
interactive POMDPs (Com-I-POMDPs) by integrated costly communication actions into
(I-POMDPs) framework. Their results show a graphical model of the framework that con-
sumes less time and space to solve a problem in uncertain multi-agent settings. More re-
cently, Gmytrasiewicz and Adhikari (2019) built on the I-POMDP framework, and include
communication process to formulate Communicative I-POMDPs (C-IPOMDPs). Similar
to our work, communication is treated as an action, and they use the Bellman optimality
principle as decision-theoretic planning to deciding regards communicative acts, just as the
other actions. However, their framework has not been tested to verify their findings.
2.4 Evaluation of Team Performance and Communication
A number of studies have shown an important need for a solid understanding of what influ-
ences team interactions and performance (Hall & Regian, 1996; Entin & Entin, 2000). Here
we describe common methods that are used to evaluate team performance and communica-
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tion. Analyzing these methods would help in identifying ways to improve team performance
and communication.
Methods of evaluating team performance used in prior research have been tailored to
specific scenarios and involved either objective measures such as a total number of ac-
complished tasks and accuracy rates, or subjective measures such as task uncertainty and
the workload assigned to each agent (Goldman & Zilberstein, 2003; Harbers et al., 2012a;
Unhelkar & Shah, 2016; Entin & Entin, 2000; Singh et al., 2016). In this paper, team per-
formance is measured based on the total number of actions it takes the team to complete
the task (completion cost), and task completion time.
Measuring communication behavior in prior studies was based on the total number
of communications per minute or per task (Entin & Serfaty, 1999; Harbers et al., 2012a;
Unhelkar & Shah, 2016; Singh et al., 2016). MacMillan et al. (2004) measured communi-
cation efficiency based on anticipation ratio, which is the ratio of total communications to
communication requests. The higher anticipation ratio, the more efficient communication
and implicit coordination shown by the team. In our work, we measured communication
behaviors based on the total number of messages exchanged by the agents over a task.
SMMs have been used to predict and understand team performance. Agents commu-
nicate as soon as they obtain new observations in order to develop a SMM for a task.
Measuring the degree (level) of sharedness of mental models that ensure good team per-
formance is important, that is, which beliefs of mental models should be shared? Harbers
et al., Jonker, van Riemsdijk, and Vermeulen (2012b, 2011a) proposed similarity measures
that can be applied to intelligent agents. Jonker et al. (2011a) defined what is called
”subject overlap” of agents mental models to determine the extent of their similarity. It
provides a measure in terms of the percentage of answers provided by agents to a set of
queries that are related to the goal. Based on this, we measured the sharedness of mental
model contents (i.e. agents beliefs) over a task.
2.5 Dynamic Epistemic Logic
Epistemic logic (EL) is a means of handling knowledge, a concept that was first published by
Hintikka (1962). Having knowledge something is true (false) means either being true (false)
in every state that is considered to be possible, or being uncertain about it (i.e. true in
some states and false in others). A key merit of EL is that the state of knowledge for several
agents can be represented using a Kripke structure (Fagin, Halpern, & Moses, 1995). Given
a set of propositional variables, Kripke structure forms a set of possible states (epistemic
alternatives), a set of accessibility relations (binary relations on the world states), and a
set of propositional facts (possibilities for the truth of propositional variables in each world
state) (van Ditmarsch, van der Hoek, & Kooi, 2007). For instance, if there are two agents,
a and b, who know nothing about a specific aspect of world states, whether p and q hold, a
Kripke structure will present the possibilities for truth to be (∅, p, q, pq). The accessibility
relation of agent a is ∼a in these four possibilities, and ∼b for agent b. Such a model
allows us to represent and reason with simple knowledge as well as with the higher-order
knowledge of all relevant agents concurrently, e.g. agent b knows that agent a is unsure
whether q is true (Jensen & Bolander, 2014).
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Extending epistemic logic with dynamic aspects has been studied over recent decades
under the term dynamic epistemic logic (DEL) (Fagin et al., 1995; Baltag et al., 2016;
Costa, 2002; Li, 2009). In DEL, changing knowledge is modelled by transforming Kripke
structures. These transformations usually involve not only factual (or ontic) changes, but
also changes of the agents mental states. This means that agents accessibility relations have
to change and accordingly the set of possible states may change as well (van Ditmarsch et al.,
2007).
2.6 Epistemic Planning
To achieve a specific goal in a certain situation, we need to organize our actions in a plan
which represents how we should act. In a planning task, otherwise known as a planning
problem, three components are given: an initial state, a set of available actions, and a set
of goal states. A solution to such planning is a sequence of actions which transforms the
initial state into one of the goal states.
A method for generating plans works by predicting the outcome of actions that lead
to the goal. There are many approaches to planning systems, mostly connected to propo-
sitional logic (Geffner & Bonet, 2013). Epistemic planning is one such approach, which
uses epistemic logic as the underlying formalism (Bolander & Andersen, 2011; Lo¨we et al.,
2011; Andersen et al., 2012) - we refer to (Bolander, 2017) for an overview of DEL-based
epistemic planning. Generally, epistemic planning considers the problem of how to get from
a current state of knowledge to a goal state of knowledge. The three components of the
DEL-based planning approach are: an epistemic model as the initial state, a set of event
models (or actions models) to describe the actions, and an epistemic formula to describe
a goal. The solution for such a planning problem is a sequence of event models that uses
product update operators to produce a model that meets the goal formula (Bolander &
Andersen, 2011; Baltag et al., 2016).
Planning in partially observable environments is computationally challenging. Partially
observable Markov decision processes (POMDP) are a common approach to planning in such
an environment (Kaelbling et al., 1998; Melo & Spaan, 2011; Amato et al., 2015). However,
the POMDP approach has a limited applicability to planning under incomplete knowledge
compared to epistemic logical approaches (Herzig, Lang, & Marquis, 2003). The latter
approaches allow for more compact modeling of planning tasks about nested knowledge than
POMDPs; that is, knowledge about what other agents know. In the DEL-based planning
approach, actions (event models or action models) are considered as a feature that encode
partial observability and non-determinism (Andersen et al., 2012). Thus, observability will
be based on executing actions, and there is no need to specify an observation function as
an action description.
Furthermore, the DEL-based planning approach allows us to formalize reasoning about
knowledge or belief changes. Such reasoning is required for many AI applications that
involve multiple autonomous agents interacting to accomplish collaborative or competitive
tasks. The DEL-based planning approach is well fitted to handle such complex interactions
that result in updating agents knowledge or beliefs (including higher-order knowledge or
beliefs about other agents), as long as the recent observations of an agent are consistent
with other agents beliefs or knowledge.
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2.7 Epistemic Planning for a Cooperative Multi-agent System
In multi-agent situations, epistemic planning can be used for decision making in the case
of distributed knowledge. It is essential for successful collaboration and coordination that
agents have the ability to reason about other agents knowledge, capabilities, and uncertainty.
Such a planning framework integrates non-determinism and partial observability in multi-
agent tasks (Aucher & Bolander, 2013).
Multi-agent planning tasks can be modelled using Kripke structures as world states
and event models as actions. For such tasks, we have to consider some additional design
choices such as whether agents are collaborating or competing; or if they communicate
arbitrarily and commit to a joint plan. In a decentralized setting, Bolander et al., Engesser
et al. (2016, 2017) proposed implicitly coordinated plans that help to solve tasks with joint
goals where agents at the time of planning are not allowed to commit to a joint policy.
Muise et al., Kominis and Geffner (2015, 2015) modeled epistemic planning problems with
bounded nesting of knowledge (or belief) and compiled this into a form that a classical
planning can handle. Such a model is able to plan from the viewpoint of a single agent
with the possibility for goals and actions having nested beliefs, co-present observations, and
taking other agents’ beliefs into account while reasoning. In our work, we evaluate the
efficiency of using epistemic planning framework to model communication process using an
epistemic planner proposed by Muise et al. (2015).
3. Method
We draw an inspiration from studies of successful social human teamwork that show the
importance of reasoning mental states of others to deliberately communicate information
based on their needs (Lim & Klein, 2006; Mathieu et al., 2000; Miller et al., 2018). In
the decentralized case, where knowledge is distributed among multiple agents working as a
team on cooperative tasks, we need to identify whether the DEL-based planning approach
improves or maintains team performance by reducing communication cost.
Our aim is to develop a more compact and expressive class of planning approach that
involves a communication process as a natural action, thus letting a planner fold com-
munication planning in with action planning. Using an epistemic planning approach, the
planning process models the beliefs of agents as well as their beliefs of other beliefs. Such
a model will align a SMM to keep track of consistent beliefs, thus, communication actions
occur in the case of receiving new information that is inconsistent with current agents’ be-
liefs, and useful for them to achieve their task. In this paper, we elaborate on how such
approach can be used to model the communication process effectively.
In this section, we describe the objective of this work. We describe an epistemic planning
task of multi-agent settings. Then we lay out the proposed model (Selective communication
Model) in detail.
3.1 Objective
The objective of our model is to incorporate cooperative teams with varying tasks, in which
the planning task is categorized under the epistemic planning framework. This will enable
an agent to model their beliefs as well as other beliefs, thus, aligning SMM to keep track
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of consistent beliefs. Based on this, agents will communicate selectively only in case of
inconsistent beliefs that are newly observed from a current state and valuable for other
members to achieve their tasks. Our aim is to investigate the impact of applying such a
framework on team performance and compare it with two generated baseline strategies.
Hypothesis: We hypothesize that a team can communicate more selectively with mini-
mal loss of performance if they represent its SMM compared with baseline communication
models. Having a model of others’ beliefs will help them to collaborate effectively.
3.2 Multi-agent Planning Tasks
A model consists of P a finite set of epistemic literals, Ag a finite set of cooperative agents,
and A a finite set of actions. We can define a multi-agent epistemic planning (MEP) task
D as follows:
D is a tuple of the form (P, A, Ag, G), where P, Ag and A are as above, and G is the goal
condition. Each action a ∈ A is assumed to be of the form precond(a), effect(a), where
both precond(a) and effect(a) are finite sets over P. An action a is said to be applicable in
a state if precond + (a) ⊆ P and precond - (a) ∩ θ. The set of formulae, L, for multi-agent
epistemic logic is given by the following grammar (Miller & Muise, 2016):
φ ::= p | φ ∧ φ | ¬φ | i φ
where p is an atomic proposition and i ∈ Ag. iφ means that agent i believes φ.
We designed two tasks for Gridworld and Blocks World for Teams (BW4T) maps to
be able to test the effect of modeling communication as a natural action under epistemic
planning framework on team performance. A variation of task scenarios has been used to
realize the validity of the proposed model (Selective communication model) in some different
scenarios that are motivated by search and rescue operations.
3.3 Selective Communication Model
We describe the Selective communication model for cooperative multi-agent systems where
agents are fully autonomous and independent decision makers. We mainly focused on the
communication content in terms of agent’s beliefs instead of communicating simple facts
about an environment.
The model defines communication as a natural action that has its preconditions and
effects in a domain file. That allows each agent on a team to make a communication decisions
during task execution with the aim to efficiently performing tasks. The communication
decision involves the following three parts: (1) what to communicate; (2) to whom should
be communicated ; and (3) when to communicate.
The epistemic planner used (Muise et al., 2015) plays a role to take that decision by
modelling the communication action as follows:
• Action’s precondition: when an agent observes a certain thing, it updates its belief
about it.
• Action’s effect: when an action has been carried out, the agent (sender) will update
other agents’ belief (receivers) with new observed information to be consistent with
its belief.
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In the action’s precondition, we model (what to communicate) part of communication
decision by determining a proposition that needs to be communicated - one communication
action for each proposition. In the action’s effect, we model (to whom should be communi-
cated) part by selecting the receiver, either all agents, or specific agent -based on the task
scenario as we will see later (refer to section 4). As the planner has the ability to reason
whether a receiver needs to be updated or not, it should take a decision regard (when to
communicate) part in which the information is communicated only just as it is needed.
As an illustration, Figure 1 shows how we modeled communication action of an indi-
vidual agent in Gridworld domain where the agents are required to search positions of the
three survivors on the grid (refer to section 4.1.1 for more details).
Figure 1: The communication action in Gridworld domain
As we do not model communication differently from other actions, a planner will reason
and make a decision of communication as a part of task planning. This will make agents
communicate just enough to minimize a cost of plan (a total number of actions to solve a
task), but still communicate information that can shorten the total plan length, which is a
selective communication strategy. Thus, agents will communicate and keep track of SMM
all in one model, without need for a separate communication model.
Constructing a Shared Mental Model (SMM)
We assume that a mental model of a particular agent represents a state of the world. It
is updated according to actions’ effects, either ontic effects (real facts about the world), or
epistemic effects (agent’s beliefs). The SMM construction represents overlapping content
of agents’ mental models, that is how many propositions are always known among agents.
However, static information will not be a part of SMM since it will not change during task
time, such as the map.
To construct the SMM, communication action’s effect (as shown in Figure 1) will inform
others about what has been observed and where agents are located on the map. Additionally,
observing a state by more than one agent result in updated SMM between them as they
will all have the same beliefs (a common knowledge) about that state. Consequently, a
communication decision of an individual agent is a result of reasoning SMM, in which the
agent can decide what to do next.
When agents construct the SMM over a task, even though there is no shared informa-
tion, they could estimate each others’ mental model and selectively communicate what is
10
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important for them to achieve their sub-task. Thus, such reasoning can enable agents to
share information in a more sophisticated manner.
4. Evaluation
In this section, we first explain an experimental design for the two simulated tasks used to
empirically evaluate our proposed model. Then we present a set of measurements proposed
to measure team performance.
4.1 Experimental Setup
We conducted a study involving two team compositions: a 3-agent team and a 4-agent
team. Each team performed two tasks with five different scenarios (S1, S2, S3, S4, S5):
epistemic goal, non-epistemic goal, commander (broadcast communication), commander
(non-broadcast communication) and blocked cells. These tasks run within two simulated
domains: Gridworld and Blocks World for Teams (BW4T). We used two map sizes for
Gridworld domain: 3*3 and 4*3; and two map sizes for Blocks World for Teams (BW4T)
domain: three rooms and six rooms. The setups are as shown in Tables 1 and 2.
We employed three communication models: (1) Selective communication model where
agents can communicate based on SMM reasoning; (2) No Communication baseline model
where agents cannot communicate explicitly as we dropped that action from the domain
file; and (3) Communication All baseline model where agents must communicate every new
observation –that is, they do not track a SMM.
For each communication model, we ran five task scenarios for two maps combined with
two team sizes, giving us 60 combinations. All the experiments were performed in the
epistemic planner proposed by Muise et al. (2015). These instances were run on Intel Core
i7-4770 CPU @ 3.40GHz.
Table 1: Experimental setups for Gridworld domain
Communication model Selective No Communication Communication All
Map size 3*3 4*3 3*3 4*3 3*3 4*3
Team size 3 agents 4 agents 3 agents 4 agents 3 agents 4 agents
Task scenarios S1 .. S5 S1 .. S5 S1 .. S5 S1 .. S5 S1 .. S5 S1 .. S5
Table 2: Experimental setups for Blocks World for Teams BW4T domain
Communication model Selective No Communication Communication All
Map size 3 6 3 6 3 6
Team size 3 agents 4 agents 3 agents 4 agents 3 agents 4 agents
Task scenarios S1 .. S5 S1 .. S5 S1 .. S5 S1 .. S5 S1 .. S5 S1 .. S5
To complete a task successfully, agents need to plan both their actions and communica-
tions. A sequential plan to such a task is a sequence of actions where executing them will
lead to a goal. The planner is responsible for allocating tasks for agents. For simplicity, we
use a sequential planner and assume that every agent takes one turn after another.
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4.1.1 Gridworld Domain - Search Task
Gridworld is a simulated world, with a predetermined size and obstacles, consisting of a
rectangular subset of the integer plane (Boddy & Dean, 1989) (Figure 2). Each point is a
position that be occupied by no more than one agent at a time. The agent can move onto
any of the free neighbors of the current occupied position. The distance between adjacent
positions is equal to one unit. Each agent has a map of the world and is able to find their
way to the goal with a planned path. Planning an agent’s path is beyond the scope of
this paper. As our tasks are motivated by search and rescue operations, we modified the
gridworld domain by adding a specified number of survivors (three survivors) in different
positions, thus agents are required to search positions of them on the grid. Agents do
not have prior knowledge of the distribution of survivors, and thus, they must observe the
grid and communicate effectively. At the outset, agents are distributed at known starting
positions.
Each agent is required to perform a set of actions that we encoded within a domain file
in order to accomplish the goal. To move in any direction, agents used the move action.
Additionally, they used the observe action to observe a survivor’s position, and to broadcast
it to others and update their beliefs, they use the communicate action.
Figure 2: The gridworld map.
Epistemic Goal Scenario In this scenario, we specified the goal in an epistemic form
that relates to beliefs possessed by agents. Therefore, the goal was to search the whole grid
and make all agents know all survivors’ positions.
Non-epistemic Goal Scenario In this scenario, we specified the goal in a non-epistemic
form that relates to simple facts about an environment. Therefore, the goal was only to
search the whole grid.
Commander (broadcast communication) Scenario In this scenario, we specified
one agent as a commander who always stays in one position and does not actively search.
Therefore, the goal was to have agents check all positions, and have only the commander be
aware of the positions of all survivors. This means that individual search agents will observe
the positions of the survivors, even if that is not a part of the goal, and then communicate
them to the commander (broadcast communication).
Commander (non-broadcast communication) Scenario As the previous scenario,
the only difference was that there is only one of individual search agents that is able to
communicate positions of all survivors to the commander (non-broadcast communication).
Blocked Cells Scenario In this scenario, we added another dimension of uncertainty
by specifying one survivor position and two cells to be blocked where agents do not have
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prior knowledge about the distribution of both the survivor and blocked cells. Therefore,
the goal was for agents to reach a specific position while they search for survivors position
and avoid blocked cells.
4.1.2 Blocks World For Teams (BW4T) Domain - Search and Retrieval Task
Blocks World For Teams (BW4T) is a simulated environment that consists of a number
of rooms in which colored blocks are distributed randomly (Johnson et al., 2009). Agents
must search, locate and retrieve blocks from rooms and put them in a drop-zone in a specific
order. An agent can only carry one block at one time. At the outset, agents are distributed
at known starting locations. They operate within a potentially unknown environment. That
is, they know the locations of rooms (i.e. the map), but they do not know the location of
blocks. This knowledge is obtained when the agent visits rooms that have these blocks and
observe. Thus, agents need to communicate with each other to achieve this task effectively.
As our tasks are motivated by search and rescue operations, agents were required to
search rooms and retrieve two specific color blocks (higher priorities elements to be rescued)
and bring them to the drop-zone. There are total four blocks of various colors on the map.
Each agent was required to perform a set of actions that we encoded within a domain file
in order to accomplish the task, corresponding to the actions in the BW4T simulator. To
move between rooms, the agent uses the goTo action and the goToDrop action when they
deliver a block to the drop-zone. To pick up the block, they use the pickUp action and
putDown action to drop it at the drop-zone. They use the observe action to observe and
believe survivor’s positions. To broadcast it for other agents and update their beliefs, they
use the communicate action.
Figure 3: Blocks World for Teams (BW4T) map.
Epistemic Goal Scenario In this scenario, we specified the goal in an epistemic form
that relates to beliefs possessed by agents. Therefore, the goal was to search rooms and
make all believe that required color blocks are brought to the drop-zone.
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Non-epistemic Goal Scenario In this scenario, we specified the goal in a non-epistemic
form that relates to an environment. Therefore, the goal was to search rooms and bring
required color blocks to the drop-zone.
Commander (broadcast communication) Scenario In this scenario, we specified
one agent as a commander who always stays in one location and does not actively search.
Therefore, the goal was for all agents to search all rooms, and the commander believes that
all required color blocks are brought to the drop-zone. This means that individual search
agents observe locations of the required color blocks and bring them to the drop-zone, even if
that is not a part of the goal. Then they must communicate it to the commander (broadcast
communication).
Commander (non-broadcast communication) Scenario As in the previous scenario,
the only difference was in the way of communicating to the commander where it has to be
restricted to one known agent that is allowed to share the commander what are being
delivered (non-broadcast communication).
Blocked Cells Scenario In this scenario, we added another dimension of uncertainty
by specifying three color locations and one blocked room where agents do not have prior
knowledge about the distribution of both blocks and blocked room. Therefore, the goal
was for agents to search rooms and bring two required color blocks to the drop-zone while
observing a blocked room.
4.1.3 Baseline1: No Communication Model
No Communication baseline model is implemented by eliminating explicit communication
action from a domain file in some scenarios, including epistemic and non-epistemic goal
scenarios, or by restricting communication action to a place where a commander stays, that
is for commander scenarios. This baseline model is motivated by some prior work (Wei
et al., 2014; Unhelkar & Shah, 2016).
In this baseline, despite eliminating explicit communication process, agents are still able
to obtain some information about their team members due to interference among agents in
their shared environment. Namely, where agents have common knowledge at the beginning
of a task and a shared plan, they will not go through the same state twice.
4.1.4 Baseline2: Communication All Model
Communication All baseline model is implemented by forcing the planner to explicitly com-
municate each time an agent obtains a new observation. This would give us an upper bound
for analysis purpose of applying epistemic framework to building an effective communication
model. That is what would happen without having an SMM.
4.2 Data Collection
We collected data on various items of simulation experiments, measuring the following:
• Completion Time: Time it takes a team to solve a planning task.
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• Total number of actions: We measured the total number of actions it takes a team to
complete a task.
• Total number of communications: We measured the total number of messages ex-
changed by agents on a task.
• Level of sharedness: We measured the consistency between agents’ mental models
over a task.
To illustrate how we measured SMM on a task using the concept of subject overlap
(refer to Section 2.5), we used an example from Gridworld domain (epistemic goal scenario).
The map consists of positions and survivors, thus we constructed a number of queriess Q
regarding e.g. observed positions, and observed survivors. For instance, does position 1
have a survivor? The answer of such a querie will be compared with answers given by other
models. Given that there are 9 positions, for each position, whether it is observed or not
and whether it has a survivor or not, we formulated 36 queries related to the goal. Taking
this set of queries Q, we calculated the number of queries that were answered by all agents
mental models, which was three out of 36. The subject overlap was 3/36 = 8.33% (as shown
in Table 3).
In some cases, SMM is articulated into sub-models, thus we also measured SMM between
pairs, as in the case in commander task scenarios.
We used a completion time and total number of actions collectively as a proxy for team
performance. The total number of communications gives an indication of coordination
level among agents. We measured the level of sharedness for all runs to see its effect on
team performance, particularly, in the case of the Selective communication model. Also we
measure an average ratio as a relative effectiveness measure between approaches.
5. Results
In this section, we first report our findings from our simulation experiments that evaluate
the efficacy of the proposed model against two generated baselines. Then we discuss the
results of the case studies in detail. We end with a discussion of important findings.
The performance of the team was assessed based on a number of measurements (refer
to Section 4.2). The overall performance was measured in terms of completion time and
total number of actions collectively. For simplicity, we collapsed the results of the five
task scenarios for each domain and gave the average of completion time and the total
number of actions. The low completion time and total number of actions indicates high
team performance on the task. Overall, teams using the Selective communication model
exhibited, on average, lower completion times across all task scenarios with shorter plans
(total number of actions) compared with the two other baselines (shown in Figures 4 and
5). We show the relative effectiveness between models using a percentage change of the
Selective-to-No Communication model and the Selective-to-Communication All model. A
higher percentage indicates lower team performance. In the Gridworld domain, as shown in
Figure 4, the trend percentages reflect worse performance for baseline models compared to
the Selective model by 19% and 119% respectively in terms of completion time, and by 24%
and 3% respectively in terms of the total number of actions. For BW4T domain, as shown
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in Figure 5, the trend percentages reflect worse performance for baseline models compared
to the Selective model by 18% and 12% respectively in terms of completion time, and by
37% and 8% respectively in terms of the total number of actions.
Figure 4: The team performance in Gridworld domain, higher is worse
Figure 5: The team performance of Blocks World for Teams (BW4T) domain, higher is worse
We hypothesized that a team can communicate more selectively if the members represent
an SMM with minimal loss of performance compared with baseline communication models.
Generally, we found a significant effect of presenting the SMM on the team performance
for the Selective communication model. In the two domains as shown in Tables 3 and
4, presenting SMMs helps agents to communicate selectively as the model shows better
performance in terms of the total number of actions and communications compared with
the two baseline models. That is also with a marginally better time completion of the
tasks. However, the fewer messages presented by the No Communication model comes at
the cost of the total number of actions. Agents using the No Communication model need to
observe each state to get information, resulting in many redundant actions. In addition, the
Communication All model shows a comparable performance in terms of the total number
of actions compared with the Selective model. However, that comes at the cost of a higher
number of communications and completion times. Agents using the Communication All
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model communicate each new piece of information, resulting in unnecessary communication;
exchanging information that is not required for other agents to complete their tasks.
The Selective model’s performance comes as a result of agents ability to communicate
when it is necessary to keep track of SMMs, thus, improving the team’s overall performance.
These findings are in line with Unhelkar and Shah (2016), who found that communicating
only valuable information in cooperative tasks helps to maintain comparable performance
with fewer communications.
5.1 Scenario Results
Tables 3 and 4 show detailed results for each domain case study—Gridworld and BW4T—
over five task scenarios (refer to Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 for task details).
5.1.1 Epistemic Goal Scenario
In this scenario, it can be seen from Tables 3 and 4 that the performance of the Selective
communication model is marginally better in terms of completion time compared with the
Communication All model, which has roughly the same number of actions and communica-
tions. In the case of the No Communication model, it is clear that despite lower completion
times compared with other models, it is more costly in terms of the total number of actions.
Table 3: Experimental results of the Gridworld domain
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Table 4: Experimental results of the BW4T domain
5.1.2 Non-epistemic Goal Scenario
In this scenario, the Selective communication and No Communication models show a roughly
similar performance. However, the latter is slightly better in terms of completion time since
there is no need to communicate as the goal is only to search. Agents do not need to tell
each other the value of positions on the map to achieve the task, and if they do so, the team
performance will worsen as we see in the case of the Communication All model.
5.1.3 Commander (broadcast communication) Scenario
The results of this scenario show that the team performance of the Selective model is
better than the baseline models. Agents using the No Communication model show worse
performance as they must return to the commander agent’s position each time in order to
update its beliefs.
5.1.4 Commander (non-broadcast communication) Scenario
The results of this scenario show that the team performance of the Selective model is better
than the baseline models.
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5.1.5 Blocked Cells Scenario
The results of this scenario show that the No Communication model achieves a marginally
better performance than other models. Agents tend not to communicate as a result of
having common knowledge and a shared plan at the beginning of the task, where an agent
will not follow another agent to the same state.
5.2 Discussion
This study identified the effectiveness of the Selective communication model that con-
tributed to team performance across different task scenarios compared with the No Com-
munication and Communication All baseline models. In some task scenarios, the Selective
model shows more sensible results for BW4T domain than the Gridworld in terms of the
total number of communications and level of sharedness. For instance, in the epistemic goal
scenario, selectivity of communication is clearer with different values across different team
compositions and map sizes, unlike its results for the Gridworld domain. This may be due
to the fact that the task goal of the BW4T is to search and retrieve two specific color blocks
from four blocks on the map. Thus, we determined that agents should communicate only
what is relevant to the goal.
In addition, we found that epistemic planning helps more to solve problems that have
goals in an epistemic form as it is the only way to solve such problems. However, it is
useful also to solve problems whose goal is non-epistemic, such as the case in blocked cells
scenarios. Agents using the No Communication model achieved comparable performance in
tasks having a non-epistemic goal. This could be the result of having common knowledge
at the beginning of the task, and a shared plan preventing an agent from following another
agent to the same state. This is an important finding because it indicates that the Selec-
tive model may be particularly beneficial for effective teamwork when performing tasks of
epistemic goals. One possible explanation for these results is that where there is no need
to explicitly communicate (i.e. update other beliefs as a part of the goal), agents using the
No Communication model will achieve comparable performance. This is because a team
coordinates its actions implicitly based on the assumption that action effects are determin-
istic. Engesser et al. (2017) stated that relying on the ability of an epistemic planner to
plan for each agent as if it were another can elegantly solve problems without the necessity
of explicit coordination. We can see clearly the importance of such a planning model in
domains where there is a risk of information being explicitly communicated, for instance,
in military operations.
6. Conclusion and Future Work
The objective of this paper was to evaluate the efficiency of using a dynamic epistemic
logic (DEL)-based planning approach to model communication processes through simulated
experiments of multi-agent cooperative situations. Particularly, the focus was on search
problems that are motivated by applications, such as search and rescue teams. Simulation
domains were given to test the effects of the proposed model (Selective communication
model) on team performance in the case of incomplete information about the domain. In
order for team members to work effectively towards achieving the tasks, they aligned the
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SMM that keeps track of consistent beliefs. They thus cooperated and made communication
decisions effectively.
This paper modeled a communication process to be a part of planning as a natural
action, in which its effect is to update agents’ beliefs about the world. Thus, the planner
communicates and keeps track of the SMM in one compact model. Our first step was to
empirically evaluate how the communication model impacts team performance by charac-
terizing the relationship between the degree of shared knowledge, communication actions
and team performance. We then compared our proposed model, the Selective model, with
two baseline models that were generated from the proposed model. We found that the
Selective model contributed more to team performance across all task scenarios compared
with baseline models. This study is a first step towards empirical evaluation of modeling
communication explicitly as a part of planning in cooperative tasks, and assessing its impact
on team performance.
However, there are some limitations to our study that could be a further future area of
work. First, we considered only two relatively-simple environments; looking at domains in
which there are many competing goals and agents who must choose these goals would be
a valuable extension. In addition, further extensive evaluation is required for our proposed
model using some simulation environments such as, the Blocks World for Team (BW4T)
simulator (Johnson et al., 2009). We could also benchmark it against prior work of modeling
communication proposed by Unhelkar and Shah (2016).
As we only ran one planner, we could get different results with different planners. Al-
though the planner that we have used tends to minimize the cost, it was not optimal.
Furthermore, as the epistemic planner used is able to reason nested beliefs (i.e. levels of
knowledge) where it is bounded to three (Muise et al., 2015), we only evaluated level one of
knowledge, that is what agents believe about the world. Future work is needed to evaluate
level two and three of knowledge, that is what agents believe about others (De Weerd, Ver-
brugge, & Verheij, 2014), and assess its impact on modeling communication and performing
tasks.
We mainly focused on the communication content in terms of beliefs. A mental model
consists of different components, such as intentions, goals and beliefs, each with its weight
and power to team performance (Jonker, van Riemsdijk, van de Kieft, & Gini, 2011b).
Results from prior work of measuring team performance with sharedness levels of various
mental model components proved their contribution to team performance (Harbers et al.,
2012b). We could further investigate the impact of communicating different mental model
components, such as intentions and goals, on team performance.
Finally, we evaluated the Selective model on team performance based on the assumptions
that agents are cooperative and they commonly know the actions effects. One avenue
for further study would be to evaluate that model in a case where agents are in a non-
cooperative mode in which their goals are not shared.
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